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The work carried on at the Harvard Observatory for the past ten years has included the systematic survey of various parts of the stellar universe. Recently we have been able to inaugurate active studies in the whole range from the nearest stars to the groups of galaxies at distances of the order of a hundred million light years. For convenience of operation and discussion the program of exploration and measurement has been divided into eight major sections, each concerned with a separate territory and employing in general a special method and equipment. Ten photographic telescopes and approximately thirty observers and investigators are involved in the program. In the following paragraphs I shall outline briefly the progress in the eight territories, of which five lie within the galactic system and three in the extragalactic universe.

(1) THE SOLAR NEIGHBORHOOD

A large majority of the stars within fifty light years of the sun are of less than solar luminosity, and most of them are below naked-eye visibility. Thus a recent compilation of those stars known to be nearer than sixteen light years shows but 40 per cent. brighter than the sixth magnitude. The exploration of the solar neighborhood is therefore a search for dwarf stars among telescopic objects.

It is important to have as complete a census as possible of the solar neighborhood—the most useful sample we have of a volume of space. A thoroughly observed frequency distribution of stellar luminosities and a knowledge of the density-in-space laws for the stars within fifty light years of the sun are fundamental in the analysis of stellar development and the structure of stellar systems.
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